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TO: 

FROM: 

INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION 
Palm Beach County 

Planning, Zoning and Building 

Honorable Tony Masillotti, Chair 
and Members of the Board [ 

THRU: Barbara Alterman, 

DATE: August 21,2006 

RE: INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
REQUEST FOR BCC INPUT AND DIRECTION 

At the August 23,2006 BCC Zoning Hearing, staff will be presenting a summary 
list of issues related to upcoming 'Unified Land Development Code (ULDC) 
amendments needed to implement the Inclusionary Workforce Housing Program 
(WHP). County staff has conducted several meetings with building industry 
representatives to discuss issues related to the WHP Plan text amendments, the 
Interim Policy as well as ULDC amendments. The White Paper attached herein 
as Exhibit A provides additional detailed information on the history of the WHP, 
recent industry meetings, and the proposed ULDC amendment schedule. 

Issues: The various meetings with industry and staff have produced a list of 
issues that industry and staff have been working diligently to resolve, and in the 
spirit of compromise, both industry and staff have made progress in resolving 
many issues. Many of these compromises and concessions result in additional 
build-able land area to allow developers to take advantage of the WHP density 
bonus incentive, among others. Staff is recommending a two-Phased approach 
to ULDC amendments, with Phase I consisting of minor changes needed to allow 
for the timely implementation of the WHP, and Phase II anticipated in 2007-08 as 
part of the Zoning Form Based Code (FBC) initiative, or other process as may be 
appropriate. 

Direction from the Board: As part of Phase I, staff is seeking additional BCC 
input or direction on several issues either proposed by staff or requested by 
industry, or others as may be discussed. A summary list of these issues has 



been attached as Exhibit B. A draft copy of the ULDC amendments has also 
been attached as Exhibit C. 

Staff is also seeking BCC approval to continue ongoing discussions with industry 
on how to draft and implement the WHP. 

If you should have any questions, or require additional information, please do not 
hesitate to contact me directly at (561) 233-5223. 

JMN.JC 

c. Maryann Kwok, Chief Planner, Zoning 
Barbara Pinkston-Nau, Principal Planner, Zoning 
William Cross, Senior Planner, Zoning 
Lenny Berger, Assistant County Attorney 
Industry Distribution List 

Attachments: Exhibit A, ULDC Amendments White Paper 
Exhibit B, Issues for BCC Input or Direction 
Exhibit C, Draft - Summary of ULDC Amendments 

U:\zoning\CODEREV\2006\Ordinances\Workforce Housing\8-23 BCC Hearing\Cover 
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EXHIBIT A 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
ULDC AMENDMENTS - WHITE PAPER 

(Updated 8/16/06) 

INTRODUCTION: Palm Beach County Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment Round 2006-01 includes 
amendments that will establish a Mandatory Workforce Housing Program (WHP). The BCC 
transmittal hearing was held on April 5, 2006, and an adoption hearing is scheduled for August 21 
2006. While an Interim Policy is in effect, additional Unified Land Development Code (ULDC) 
amendments are needed to formally implement the program while incorporating additional design 
related changes needed to address density bonus incentive provisions. ULDC amendments will 
enable the implementation of the Mandatory Program to coincide with the effective date for the Plan 
amendments. Key meeting and public hearing dates for these amendments have been incorporated 
below under the title Meetings. 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY: In response to the increasing lack of affordable housing opportunities 
for working class households in Palm Beach County, a Voluntary WHP was adopted in 2004 to 
encourage private development of work force housing units. At the time of adoption, the BCC also 
directed Planning staff to evaluate other methods to increase the stock of affordable/attainable 
housing, including the feasibility of a mandatory WHP. To obtain input on this direction, an informal 
committee was created, comprised of County staff, representatives of housing related non-profits, the 
home building industry, real estate interests, the business community and several municipalities, 
among others. Additionally, meetings were held with the Gold Coast Builders Association, 
Community and Economic Council, several home-builders as well as private planning agencies 
servicing the home building industry. Pursuant to these meetings and due to a perceived increase for 
a need to mitigate an ever worsening affordable housing crisis, the BCC directed PZ&B staff to begin 
the process to implement a Mandatory WHP Program. Necessary Plan amendments were presented 
to the BCC on April 5, 2006, at which time staff was also directed to immediately put into effect an 
Interim Mandatory WHP policy. The regulatory requirements contained in the proposed ULDC 
amendments are based on the Plan amendments, as well as the framework of the Interim Policy. 

Industry Input: Given that one of the key incentives of the Mandatory WHP is the provision of a 30-
percent density bonus, among other factors, staff recognizes a need to incorporate minor changes to 
some property development regulations (PDRs), as well as other related requirements such as open 
space limitations that may conflict with increased densities. Staff is proposing to expand the use of 
existing Traditional Neighborhood Development PDRs and design standards, which generally allow 
for greatly reduced lot sizes and improved community development design standards, among other 
incentives. However, staff readily recognized the need to truth all potential deSign scenarios and 
have conducted three meetings, and are scheduling a fourth, to obtain input from key Industry 
representatives to address potential concerns, and more importantly take into consideration any ideas 
or solutions (see below for additional industry meeting information). 

MEETINGS: 

LDRAB General Subcommittee: 
Monday, May 1, 2006 - Members of the subcommittee concurred with several staff 

recommendations for design related issues, providing general comments and feedback; 
requested that provisions for flexible regulations allowing for 10% deviations to residential 
property development regulations be permitted for lot size, front and rear setbacks, building 
coverage and FAR; and, offered to provide site plans from other jurisdictions that 
demonstrated different approaches to incorporating increased density. 

Industry Meetings: 
Monday, June 12,2006: - The meeting was held from 9:00 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m., with Zoning staff 

providing a brief introduction to the WHP; outlining a two phase approach to amending the 
ULDC (Phase I - incorporating mandatory WHP and minor design related amendments 
[October 2006], and Phase II - which will involve a comprehensive review of the ULDC to 
possibly incorporate form based, smart growth and other flexible design regulations [2007]); 
clarifying intent to solicit industry input on ULDC amendments needed to address deSign 
limitations associated with the density bonus incentive; and, outlining Zoning staff concepts to 
address issue. A total of 62 combined Zoning and industry comments and suggestions were 
discussed. 

Tuesday, June 27, 2006: This meeting was held from 1 :00 p.m. to 4:00 pm. and served as a 
follow up to the June 12, 2006 meeting. Staff reiterated that the purpose and intent was 
primarily intended to focus on design issues associated with density bonus incentives, as well 
as the need for written backup or documentation to justify any examples being suggested by 
industry. A summary table of both staff and industry comments was provided, that included a 
breakdown, or phasing, of when some amendments or suggestions could be incorporated: 
Phase I would coincide with the ULDC amendments to implement the Plan requirement for 
an Inclusionary WHP, while Phase II would be undertaken in conjunction with a Smart 
Growth Initiative proposed for 2007. Additional notations, or use of the term Pending, was 
included where Planning and Zoning staff did not have authority to address comments and 
additional Department involvement would be required. 

Thursday, August 10,2006: This meeting was held from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (extended to 
5:00 p.m.) as a continued follow up of the June 27,2006 meeting, with additional Engineering 
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EXHIBIT A 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
ULDC AMENDMENTS - WHITE PAPER 

(Updated 8/16/06) 

staff in attendance to enable industry and staff to focus on Engineering related issues raised 
by industry. While there was tentative agreement on some issues, additional supporting 
documentation or examples are still required from industry, and pending the submittal of 
such, additional time for staff to review and ascertain the feasibility, and in many cases public 
welfare and safety issues, related to industry recommendations. 

Bee Public Hearing - August 21,2006: Scheduled date to present Plan Text Amendments for the 
Workforce Housing Program. 

Bee Zoning Hearing - Wednesday, August 23, 2006: Staff is proposing to seek input or direction 
from the BCC on several key issues related to the 1 st Phase of ULDC amendments needed to 
implement an Inclusionary Workforce Housing Program to be consistent with the Plan. Pending a 
review of any BCC comments or direction, staff is then proposing to have final discussions with 
industry (see below) prior to presenting to LDRAB/LDRC. 

Additional Industry Meeting: 
TBD - 1st Week of September: Staff is proposing to hold a 4th Industry meeting pursuant to 

receiving BCC input or direction, and prior to LDRAB/LDRC. This will ensure that Industry is 
able to participate in the process prior to presenting amendments to LDRAB/LDRC. 

LDRAB/LDRe: Wednesday, September 13, 2006- Pending. 

Bee - Request for Permission to Advertise: September 28, 2006 - Pending. 
Bee - 1 sl Reading: October 17, 2006 - Pending. 
Bee - 2nd Reading:/Adoption: TBD (November)- Pending. 

U:\zoning\CODEREV\2006\Ordinances\Workforce Housing\8-23 BCC Hearing\Exhibit A - White Paper. doc 
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Parcels 

Exemplary Standards I 2. 

Integration or 
clustering of WHP 
units 

Landscape Buffer 
Requirements 

EXHIBIT B 

3. II Industry - Request that clustering of WHt-' units be perm 
additional standards be imposed where clustering is used. 

4.a II Zoning - Delete some requirements for external POD and su 
buffers where uses are similar or compatible. 

yards of residential lots to be counted as 
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gil l B 

INCLUSIONARY WOFllK'FOFi(:e tlOlfLSING PROGRAM (WHP) 
ISSUES FOR BCC INPUT OR DIRECtiON AS R.ELATES TO PENDING ULDC AMENDMENTS 

ustry - Request to streaml 

1l!G6) 

of way cross sections with 
tree planting areas, or 

process. 

Industry - Request that the BCC reinstate procedures to allow for the pre
review of traffic studies prior to submittal of applications for Development 

Engineering staff suggested to industry that a 
with the BCC would be appropriate to explaljn the pre-review process that was 
eliminated in 2004. 

U:\zoning\CODEREV\2006\Ordlnances\Workforce Housing\8-23 BCC Direction Issues List-doc 
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1 
2 Part 1. 
3 

EXHIBITC 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
DRAFT - SUMMARY OF ULDC AMENDMENTS 

(Updated 8/16/06) 

ULDC, Art. 1.1.2, Definitions (page 53 of 96), Is hereby amended as follows: 

4 Reason for amendment: Addition or amendment of definitions related to new mandatory and amended 
5 workforce housi I IIW"I'II ftroAll'I'I <!L 

6 
7 

8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

I. Terms defined herein or referenced Article shall have the following meanings: 

!h Income 1, Moderate - A family of four that earns between 80 and 100 percent of the 
County's median income. 

c. Income 2, Moderate - A family of four that earns between 100 and 120 percent of the 
County's median income. 

d. ~h~~~~~~~~1F~~~~~~ 

U. Terms defined herein or referenced Article shall have the following meanings: 

Part 2. 

17. Usable open space - an area such as a park, square, plaza or courtyard, accessible to the 
public and used for passive or active recreation or gatherings. Credit shall not be given for 
any indoor spaces, road R-O-Ws, building setback areas, lakes and other water bodies, 
drainage or retention . basketball, handball, etc.), 
swimming pools, si · I surfaces or any pervious 
green area not or gatherings. For the purposes of 

ULDC, Art. 1.1.3, Abbreviations and Acronyms (page 93 of 96), is hereby amended as 
follows: 

43 CHAPTER I DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS 

44 Section 3 Abbreviations and Acronyms 

45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 Part 3. ULDC, Art. 3.E.2.B.1.c [Related to Design Objectives] (page 70 of 134), is hereby 
51 amended as follows: 
52 
53 _ Oi~n~~cn 
54 requirements where compatible uses abut one another, and 2) to delete interior perimeter buffer 
55 requirements; whereas, Art. 7 provides sufficient buffering requirements between compatible and 
56 
57 
58 CHAPTER E PLANNED DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS (PDDS) 

59 Section 2 Planned Unit Development (PUD) 

60 B. Objectives and Standards 
61 1. Desian Obiectlves 

Notes: 
Underlined language indicates proposed new language. 
Language croSSOG out indicates language proposed to be deleted . 
.... (ellipses) indicates language not amended which has been omitted to save space. 
Relocated language is shown as italicized with reference in parenthesis. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

EXHIBITC 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
DRAFT - SUMMARY OF ULDC AMENDMENTS 

(Updated 8/16/06) 

c, Provide perimeter landscape areas to connect or buffer incompatible land uses or for 
residential uses that are adjacent to other incompatible design elements such as 
roadways, usable open space areas, or where residential setbacks are not consistent 
with adjacent development "'lithin and outside the perimeter of the PUD. 

9 Part 4. Repealing ULDC, .. ~ G. I . iii I . - & (page 43 of 56), and adopting 
10 in it's place a new Art. 5 .. . orkforce Housing Program, as follows: 
11 
12 Reason for amendment: See summary white paper above. Pursuant to BCC direction and recent Plan 
13 amendments adopting a Inclusionary Workforce Housing Program and making concurrent change to the 
14 existing voluntary program, repealing and adopting new language improves staff ability to present the 
15 multitude of text amendments .11.0_ 
16 
17 CHAPTER G DENSITY BONUSIt!·ROI[iJt',aM:5, 

18 Section 1 Workforce Housing Program (WHP) 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

employed in PBC in that residents rely upon 

Notes: 
Underlined language indicates proposed new language. 
Language crossed out indicates language proposed to be deleted . 
.... (ellipses) indicates language not amended which has been omitted to save space. 
Relocated language is shown as italicized with reference in parenthesis. 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

C. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Notes: 

EXHIBITC 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
DRAFT - SUMMARY OF ULDC AMENDMENTS 

(Updated 8/16/06) 

Expedited Review 

- -.- I 
- - -

The following expedited review processes may apply to a proposed WHP development: 
!h Design Review 

Review of multifamily or townhouse structures by the Building Division and Fire Rescue 
shall be allowed concurrent with final ORO review, prior to permit application. 

b. Platting !\lfCl b [ lJ, 2006BCC ZO"lINC; 111 !\!U NC 
11 If only a boundary plat is required for an existing single lot, building permits may be 

issued after submittal of the final plat for recordation 
g} If a subdivision plat is required, permits will be concurrently reviewed, but only issued 

at recording of the plat. 
Optional Development Standards 
!h Purpose and Intent 

To provide flexibility from property development and other related regulations in order to 
provide greater opportunity for cost effective development of WHP units. These 
provisions are not intended to supersede deviations that are normally addressed through 

Underlined language indicates proposed new language. 
Language crossed out indicates language proposed to be deleted . 
.... (ellipses) indicates language not amended which has been omitted to save space. 
Relocated language is shown as italicized with reference in parenthesis. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

EXHIBIT C 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
DRAFT - SUMMARY OF ULDC AMENDMENTS 

(Updated 8116/06) 

the variance process. These options shall only be granted at the time of approval for the 
entire project, and shall not be granted on a lot-by-Iot basis. 

b. Applicability 
Projects with ten or more units that are subject to the requirements of the WHP may 
utilize the Optional Development Standards listed herein. 

~ m n lR 
1 -

bonus units. 
g} RT PDR Deviations 

Notes: 
Underlined language indicates proposed new language. 
Language crossed out indicates language proposed to be deleted . 
.... (ellipses) indicates language not amended which has been omitted to save space. 
Relocated language is shown as italicized with reference in parenthesis. 
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1 g} 
2 
3 
4 ID 
5 

EXHIBITC 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
DRAFT - SUMMARY OF ULDC AMENDMENTS 

(Updated 8/16/06) 

~ ~ ;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
8 
9 t. mav reduce the 

10 II - Mix. to not less 
11 than 30 percent open space, provided the project incorporates additional usable open 
12 space areas on a one to four ratio for the open space reduction proposed. 
13 Internal Incompatibility Buffers 
14 Required incompatibility buffers between SFD and MF uoils within a WHP development 

~~ ~ !~~~~;;~~iI~~~~~~~~~~~~mI~mu~~~~~m 17 W 
18 
19 1.:. Sales Prices of WHP Units 
20 All required WHP units shall be offered for sale or rent at an attainable housing cost for each 
21 of the targeted income ranges. The sale and rent prices may be updated annually by the 
22 Director of HCD based on the Area Median Income (AM!), and the household income limits 
23 for PBC (West Palm Beach/Boca Raton metropolitan statistical area) as published annually 
24 by HUD. 
25 :t, Master Covenant 

26 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 27 r:; 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 3. 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 4. 
49 
50 
51 
52 E. 
53 
54 
55 a. 
56 
57 
58 
59 c. Required WHP units may be clustered or dispersed throughout the project. 
60 2. WHP Off-site Options 
61 Inclusionary WHP units or those units attributed to the 30 percent density bonus incentive 
62 shall be permitted to utilize the WHP Off-site Options; however, under no circumstances shall 
63 any site be permitted to develop at a density greater than that permitted by the Plan. WHP 
64 units attributed to a density bonus greater than 30 percent shall not be eligible for these 
65 options. Prior to issuance of a building permit, or final ORO approval if applicable, a" 
66 contracts or related agreements for any off-site option shall be approved by the Director of 
67 HCD. 
68 a. Option 1 - Off-site Construction 

Notes: 
Underlined language indicates proposed new language. 
Language crossed out indicates language proposed to be deleted . 
.... (ellipses) indicates language not amended which has been omitted to save space. 
Relocated language is shown as italicized with reference in parenthesis. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 b. 
6 
7 
8 
9 

EXHIBITC 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
DRAFT - SUMMARY OF ULDC AMENDMENTS 

(Updated 8/16/06) 

10 percent of the CO'S-in the subject development. 
11 c . Option 3 - Donate Build-able Land 
12 Donation of developable land acceptable to the County in an amount equal to the buyout 
13 costs of the affected units. Donated land must be deeded to the County prior to issuance 
14 of the first building permit in the subject development. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 ~ 
25 
26 ID 
27 
28 
29 3. 
30 
31 
32 
33 F. 
34 
35 
36 .1:. Sector Analysis 
37 WHP projects shall be equitably distributed so that there is no undue concentration of very-
38 low and low income households housing. Prior to submittal of a WHP pre-application, the 
39 applicant shall meet with the Planning Director to establish the sector within which the 
40 distribution analysis shall be conducted. The boundaries of the sector shall be approved by 
41 the Planning Director. 
42 

43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 

c 
manner and form approved by the Planning Director. 

2. Pre-Application 

Notes: 

An application for density bonus under greater than 30 percent shall require the submittal of a 
pre-application prior to submittal of a Zoning or Building permit application for purposes of 
establishing a density bonus determination. 
!!.:. Contents 

The pre-application shall be in a form established by the Planning Director, and made 
available to the public. 

b. Sufficiency Review 

Underlined language indicates proposed new language. 
Language crossod out indicates language proposed to be deleted . 
.... (ellipses) indicates language not amended which has been omitted to save space. 
Relocated language is shown as italicized with reference in parenthesis. 
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4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 

EXHIBITC 

INCLUSIONARY WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM 
DRAFT - SUMMARY OF ULDC AMENDMENTS 

(Updated 8/16/06) 

The pre-application shall be subject to the provisions ot Art. 2.A.1.G.3, Sufficiency 
Review. 

£:. Compliance 
The density bonus shall not be granted until the project is found in compliance with HE 
1.5.h. in the Plan. 

d. Den I n-
The P 

sector rm B . a Ii -
consideration givenTowards affordability~ accessibility, compatibility, quality ot design, 
pedestrian and vehicular circulation, open space, and resource protection. The Planning 
Director shall prepare a report for the applicant, ORO, ZC, or BCC, whichever is 
appropriate, making a determination of compliance with this chapter, consistency with the 
Plan and recommend approval, approval with conditions, or denial of the request. 

3. Review Process 

be reviewed and approved as a 

Part 5. ULDC, Art. 12.H.6, Workforce Housing, (page 26 of 38), is hereby amended as follows: 

Reason for amendment: Amendments needed to address Plan amendments to Polic , TE 1.2-b. 

CHAPTER H Affordable Housin 

Section 6 Workforce Housi 

42 A WHP dovolopment that moets the requirements of Art. 5.G.1, IJllorkforco Housing Program will not bo 
43 required to moot tho traffic performanco standards set forth in Art. 12, if traffic genorated by the 
44 developmont is loss than or oqual to five porcent of the servico volume for all affocted intersoctions and 
45 bifI.k&. 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 level-ot-service significance level in determining compliance with TPS. 
52 
53 
54 

55 \l!CLLS! .23,2006 FkC Z .... Y\!l'C I H fUNe 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 U:\zoning\CODEREV\2006\Ordinances\Workforce Housing\8-23 BCC Hearing\Exhibit C - Draft 8-16.doc 

Notes: 
Underlined language indicates proposed new language. 
Language crossod out indicates language proposed to be deleted . 
.... (ellipses) indicates language not amended which has been omitted to save space. 
Relocated language is shown as italicized with reference in parentheSis. 
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